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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on a novel task named masked faces recognition (MFR), which aims to match masked faces with common
faces and is important especially during the global outbreak of
COVID-19. It is challenging to identify masked faces for two main
reasons. Firstly, there is no large-scale training data and test data
with ground truth for MFR. Collecting and annotating millions
of masked faces is labor-consuming. Secondly, since most facial
cues are occluded by mask, it is necessary to learn representations
which are both discriminative and robust to mask wearing. To handle the first challenge, this paper collects two datasets designed for
MFR: MFV with 400 pairs of 200 identities for verification, and MFI
which contains 4,916 images of 669 identities for identification. As
is known, a robust face recognition model needs images of millions
of identities to train, and hundreds of identities is far from enough.
Hence, MFV and MFI are only considered as test datasets to evaluate algorithms. Besides, a data augmentation method for training
data is introduced to automatically generate synthetic masked face
images from existing common face datasets. In addition, a novel
latent part detection (LPD) model is proposed to locate the latent
facial part which is robust to mask wearing, and the latent part
is further used to extract discriminative features. The proposed
LPD model is trained in an end-to-end manner and only utilizes
the original and synthetic training data. Experimental results on
MFV, MFI and synthetic masked LFW demonstrate that LPD model
generalizes well on both realistic and synthetic masked data and outperforms other methods by a large margin. Our code on MindSpore
is available at: https://gitee.com/ffeiding/Masked-Face-Recognitionwith-Latent-Part-Detection.

Figure 1: Examples of masked faces and holistic faces. Most
facial cues of masked faces are occluded.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recently, COVID-19 virus has spread rapidly around the world, and
more and more people wear masks to reduce the risk of infection.
It brings a new challenge for the face recognition applications
such as face-based access control systems. Most face recognition
methods are designed for holistic faces thus generalize poorly in
this case. Therefore, this paper focuses on a novel task of masked
face recognition (MFR) which aims to match masked faces with
common holistic faces.
To train a robust MFR model, the first issue is the Data Preparation. At present, several face recognition datasets [2, 8, 28, 46]
have been published which contain tens of millions of face images
from millions of identities. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no available labeled MFR dataset at present. Different
with datasets for common face recognition which can be semiautomatically collected from the Internet, it is extremely hard to
collect large-scale masked face images with identity information.
For each target identity, the masked face images either do not exist,
or need to be carefully selected, which can be notoriously timeconsuming. To handle this challenge, this paper releases a dataset
named MFV with 400 pairs of 200 identities for verification and a
dataset named MFI for identification which contains 4,916 images
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Figure 2: Architecture of our proposed method. A training data augmentation method is introduced to generate masked faces
based on existing datasets. Then the original and generated images are fed into our two-branch CNN, where the global feature branch learns discriminative global feature and the partial feature learns discriminative partial features with latent part
detection. Parameters of CNN in the two branches are shared.
of 669 identities, and each identity has masked and common face images with various orientations, lighting conditions and mask types.
As is known, a robust face recognition model often needs images of
millions of identities to train [2, 8], and hundreds of identities are
far from enough. Hence, MFV and MFI are only considered as test
datasets to evaluate algorithms for MFR. Besides, we introduce a
method for training data augmentation, which automatically generates synthetic training data of masked faces from existing common
face datasets. To be specific, the common face images and the mask
images are aligned by pre-defined facial landmarks detected by
Dlib [1], and both of them are divided into several small triangles
by performing the algorithm of Delaunay Triangulation [3]. Then
each small triangle of face image is covered by the corresponding
triangle of mask image. In practice, this method has three advantages: firstly, it generates synthetic training data of masked face
automatically and saves a lot of cost on annotation; secondly, compared with learning-based methods such as GAN [14], the method
is more direct and efficient when processing tens of millions of
images; thirdly, experimental results on MFV and MFI demonstrate
the model trained on the synthetic data generalizes well on the
realistic data.
Another issue is the Model Architecture. In most existing face
recognition models [5, 22, 27, 31, 38, 38, 41–43], the inputs and
the feature receptive fields are both the whole faces. However, in
the task of MFR, most facial cues are occluded by mask (Figure
1), thus masks not only increase intra-identity variance but also
decrease inter-identity variance. To address this problem, a possible
solution is to locate the facial part which is robust to mask wearing.
However, there is a lack of explicit semantic guidance on the part.
Inspired by the fact that human visual system pays more attention
to the non-occluded area for recognition, the area not occluded by
mask (usually the forehead-eye region) is defined as the latent part.
Therefore, a novel model for latent part detection (LPD) is proposed.
To be specific, the latent part is described as a bounding box and is
trained by two constraints. Firstly, we argue that the feature over the
latent part should be discriminative to different identities. To make
the LPD model differentiable with respect to the feature, the feature

map over the part is re-sampled by the bilinear interpolation using
the coordinates of the latent part. Secondly, to facilitate the learning
of LPD model, we utilize the prior assumption that masks are always
at the lower half of face. Hence, a soft constraint is introduced to
the vertical coordinate of the part such that the detected latent part
is located at the upper half of face. This is also the main difference
between LPD and most existing spatial attention modules. The
attention modules detect parts in an unsupervised manner [24]
without guidance on the location of parts. In contrast, the proposed
LPD employs the prior knowledge of the location of masks and
learns more discriminative features robust to occlusion.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are in threefold: 1) we propose a novel task of masked face recognition (MFR)
and collect two labeled datasets to evaluate the MFR algorithms;
2) a method of masked face data augmentation is introduced to
generate synthetic training data for MFR and experimental results
demonstrate that models trained on the synthetic data generalize
well on the realistic data; 3) a novel LPD model is proposed to locate
the latent facial part which is robust to mask wearing.

2

RELATED WORK

The task of common face recognition has achieved encouraging
performance due to the improvements of deep learning techniques
[2, 8, 12, 19, 23, 25, 28, 32, 44, 46, 50] or the public release of the
large-scale labeled data [8, 12, 28, 46]. However, these methods
and datasets are used to learn the discriminative features from the
common face images. Different with them, our proposed method
focuses on a novel task of masked face recognition (MFR) where
most facial cues are occluded by mask.
The task of Occlusion robust Face Recognition (OFR) aims
to match face images with random partial occlusions. Earlier work
[13, 30, 34] trains a support vector machine (SVM) to identify which
local parts are occluded and discard them from recognition. These
methods are designed based on the hand-craft low-level features
and the discriminative ability is limited. Based on the deep CNN,
a multi-stage mask learning strategy is proposed in [35] to find
and discard corrupted feature elements from recognition, which
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Figure 3: The procedure of mask generation. Firstly, we detect landmarks of the face image and locate the bounding
box of the mask region. Then we affine the mask image to
the mask region of the face image using the algorithm of
Delaunay Triangulation.
establishes a mask dictionary based on synthesized face images
with random partial occlusions. Yin et al. [47] propose a spatial activation diversity loss to learn more structured face representations
and a feature activation diversity loss to push the interpretable
representations to be discriminative and robust to occlusions. In
addition, several methods are proposed to recover clean faces from
the occluded ones. For example, the sparse representation-based
classification (SRC) [15] reconstructs an occlusion-robust face using a linear combination of images from the training set together
with a sparse constraint term. However, SRC requires that all the
faces are from a pre-defined closed set, which fails on open-set face
recognition. Zhao et al. [7] propose the RLA model, which consists
of two LSTM components, aiming to encode occlusion-robust face
and restore the occluded part respectively. Daniel et al. [4] force the
convolutional neural network to learn discriminative features from
all the face regions more equally by covering the specific region
which the network pays the most attention to. Intuitively, OFR and
MFR have a similar task, yet the mechanisms of these two types of
methods are essentially different: in OFR, the location of occlusion
is uncertain, hence most OFR methods aim to learn features robust
to the occlusion which may appear anywhere on the image; on the
contrary, the general location of occlusion (i.e, masks) is known
in our MFR task and the MFR methods can benefit from the prior
knowledge of location. For instance, recent OFR method [47] encourages the feature map activated over the whole face to dismiss
the effect of local occlusion, while our proposed method expects
the feature map activate on local regions which are not occluded
by mask. The experimental results also demonstrate the proposed
method is more appropriate for the MFR task.
In addition, the task of Partial Face Recognition (PFR) aims
to match the partial face images with common face images. Earlier
work [16, 26, 29, 33] relies on the hand-craft local descriptors. With
the development of deep learning, a multi-scale region-based CNNs
(MR-CNN) model is proposed in [11] to achieve highly compact
and discriminative features. He et al. [10] propose a dynamic feature matching (DFM) method with a sliding loss to address partial
face images regardless of size. There are two disadvantages when
employing these methods on the MFR task directly: Firstly, the
PFR methods require the pre-defined partial face images as inputs,

Figure 4: Examples of our generated masked images. We generate 8 different styles of masked faces

which are hard to detect or semantically define in masked faces.
Secondly, the PRF methods ignore the global cues of masked face
images such as chin contours. Different with these methods, the
proposed method detects the latent part which is robust to mask
wearing and learns the global-level and partial-level features jointly.
Learning discriminative parts has been widely adopted in
many recognition tasks such as person re-identification [18, 36, 37,
39, 45, 48] or vehicle re-identification [51]. These methods often
need pre-defined semantic parts and employ extra labeled data to
train the part detection or segmentation models. However, it is
hard to explicitly define which part should be detected and is most
appropriate for the MSR task. To discover latent parts automatically,
some methods [20, 21, 40, 49] are designed based on attention
techniques, which use an additional subnet to obtain several regions
of interest and extract features from related areas. However, the
attention maps are only estimated from the appearance maps and
lacks guidance from the location of parts. Different with these
attention-based methods, we utilize the prior assumption that the
masks are always worn at the lower half of face as a soft constraint
to facilitate the latent part learning.

3 DATA PREPARATION
3.1 Training data preparation.
Collecting and labeling realistic masked facial data requires a great
deal of human labor. To address this issue, we propose a mask
generation method, which can be applied directly on existing face
recognition datasets to augment training data. We generate masked
face images based on CASIA-WebFace [6].
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Given a face image without mask and a image of mask with a
specific type (such as N95), the procedure of our mask generation
method is shown in Figure 3. Firstly, we detect the pre-defined 68
landmarks of the well-aligned face images using Dlib [1] and choose
the 1st, 9th, 17th, and 28th landmark as the left, lower, right and upper boundary points of the mask region, denoted as (𝑥 1, 𝑦1 ), (𝑥 9, 𝑦9 ),
(𝑥 17, 𝑦17 ), (𝑥 28, 𝑦28 ). Then the bounding box of mask region is located with (𝑥 1, 𝑦28 ) as the upper-left coordinate and (𝑥 17, 𝑦9 ) as the
bottom-right coordinate. The landmarks included in the mask region on the face image are denoted as O = {𝑜 1, 𝑜 2, ..., 𝑜𝑛 }, where 𝑛 is
the number of landmarks. Correspondingly, we manually annotate
𝑛 landmarks on the mask image, denotes as M = {𝑚 1, 𝑚 2, ..., 𝑚𝑛 }.
We establish a one-to-one mapping F between the landmarks on
the mask image and the face image:
F : 𝑜 𝑘 ↔ 𝑚𝑘 ,

ReLU
32

32

FC

FC
4

𝐻∗𝑊

Resize

BN

𝐻×𝑊×1

4

Pooling

(1)

Tanh
4

𝐻×𝑊×𝐶

where 𝑘 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑛.
The next step is to “paste” the mask on the mask region. The
algorithm of Delaunay Triangulation [3] is conducted on M to
divide the mask image into many small triangles. We affine each
small triangle on the mask image to the corresponding position
on the face image based on the one-to-one mapping F . After all
triangles are affined, we obtain a synthetic masked face image with
the given type of mask. As is shown in Figure 4, we generate 8
kinds of synthetic masked face images to augment training data
based on 8 different styles of masks, such as surgical masks, N95
respirators and activated carbon masks. We mix the original face
images with the synthetic masked images and feed them into our
CNN backbone as inputs.

3.2

32

BN

Figure 5: Learning coordinates of bounding box for LPD.

4

OUR METHOD

Masked face recognition (MFR) differs from common face recognition task in two respects: (a) for verification, given a pair of images
I1 and I2 (I1 wears mask, I2 does not), we need to judge whether
I1 and I2 subjects to the same identity; (b) for identification, given a
probe set of masked face images and a gallery set of images without
masks, we rank all gallery images in ascendant order by their distances to the probe image and calculate CMC scores. In this section,
we introduce our two-branch CNN, where the global branch is for
discriminative global feature learning and the partial branch is for
latent part detection and discriminative partial feature learning.
Parameters of CNN in the two branches are shared to benefit each
other and to have smaller size. Figure 2 shows the architecture of
our proposed model.

Test data preparation.

We evaluate the models for masked face recognition on three test
datasets: (a) MFV dataset. MFV dataset is a realistic Masked Face
dataset for Verification, which contains 400 front-view face images of 200 identities. Each identity has two images: one wears
mask, the other does not. We generate 400 pairs (200 positive
pairs and 200 negative pairs) for verification. Note that each pair
contains one holistic face image and one masked face image. (b)
MFI dataset. MFI dataset is a private realistic Masked Face dataset
for Identification, containing 4,916 face images of 669 identities.
Each identity has masked and common face images with various
orientations, lighting conditions and mask types. For identification,
the probe set is composed of 2,211 masked images and the gallery set
includes 2,705 non-occluded images of different views, more than
one image per identity. Similar to MFV, we also select front-view
images with and without masks respectively to form 1,200 pairs
for verification. (c) Synthesized masked LFW. LFW is a standard
test dataset for face verification under unconstrained conditions.
It contains 13,233 face images of 5,749 identities collected from
the Internet. We generate masked face data based on LFW using
our method introduced in Section 3.1. We evaluate models strictly
following the standard protocol and report the mean accuracy on
the 6,000 test image pairs (one has mask, the other does not) for
verification. Besides, to test the performance on identification, we
construct a gallery set of 7,474 holistic face images, and a query set
of 5,544 masked face images.

4.1

Global Feature Learning

For the global branch, given a training image 𝑰 ∈ R 𝐻 ×𝑊 ×𝐶 with
identity label 𝑦 where 𝐻 , 𝑊 , and 𝐶 denote the number of pixels in the height, width, and channel dimension respectively, we
feed it into the CNN backbone (ResNet-50 [9]) to achieve a 2048dimensional feature 𝑓𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 on the highest convolutional feature
maps by an operation of max-pooling. Suppose we have K training
identities, 𝑓𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 is further fed into a fully connected layer to generate a vector 𝑧 = [𝑧 1, 𝑧 2, ..., 𝑧𝑘 ] ∈ 𝑅𝑘 . The predicted probability of
𝑰 over each identity 𝑘 ∈ 1, 2, ..., 𝐾 is calculated as:
exp(𝑧𝑘 )
𝑝 (𝑘 |𝑰 ) = Í𝐾
𝑖=1 exp(𝑧𝑖 )

(2)

Then we compute the cross entropy loss of the global feature:
L𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 = −

𝐾
Õ

log(𝑝 (𝑘 |𝑰 ))𝑞(𝑘)

𝑘=1

𝑞(𝑘) = 1 when 𝑘 = 𝑦 and 𝑞(𝑘) = 0 for all 𝑘 ≠ 𝑦.
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Partial Feature Learning with LPD

Since learning the coordinates of the bounding box B𝑠 is equivalent to learning the parameters in the transformation matrix 𝑨
based on Eq. 11, it is feasible to guide the network to learn either of
these in theory. In our implementation, a sub-network is designed
to learn the four parameters {𝜃 1, 𝜃 3, 𝜃 5, 𝜃 6 } of 𝐴𝜃 . As shown in Figure 5, the input to the sub-network is a 3-D tensor 𝑋 ∈ R 𝐻 ×𝑊 ×𝐶 .
Firstly, we feed it into a global cross-channel averaging pooling
layer, which is defined as:

Inspired by the fact that human visual system pays more attention
to the non-occluded areas for recognition, we formulate a novel
latent part detection model for masked face recognition, which
aims to locate the most discriminative latent region in masked
face images. Based on prior knowledge, the non-masked region
(especially forehead-eye area) is exactly the target which our visual
system pays most attention to when mask-occlusion exists, hence
we define this region as the latent part which our model tries to
detect.
The next step is to detect the latent part. One choice is to use
landmark detection to locate forehead-eye area. This method usually fails for the reason that masks cover some landmarks which are
crucial to forehead-eye region location such as nose tip. To avoid
the aforementioned shortcoming, we introduce the latent part detection model to learn the latent part described as a bounding box
B𝑠 :
B𝑠 = [(𝑥𝑙 , 𝑦𝑙 ), (𝑥𝑟 , 𝑦𝑟 )],
(4)

𝑋𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

(12)

We design the cross-channel averaging pooling layer to reduce
the parameter size of subsequent fully connected layers. We resize
the 3-D tensor 𝑋𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ∈ R 𝐻 ×𝑊 ×1 to 1-D tensor 𝑋𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∈ R 𝐻 ∗𝑊 ,
and feed it into a fully connected layer, a batch normalization layer
and a ReLu layer to obtain an output 𝑋𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑢 ∈ R 32 . We further
compress the output to 4 parameters with another fully connected
layer. After the last BN layer, we add the module tanh to make
−1 ⩽ 𝜃 1, 𝜃 3, 𝜃 5, 𝜃 6 ⩽ 1.
After the parameters in the transformation matrix 𝐴𝜃 are learnt,
the mapping relation between the coordinate of pixel (𝑥𝑖𝑠 , 𝑦𝑖𝑠 ) within
B𝑠 and pixel (𝑥𝑖𝑡 , 𝑦𝑖𝑡 ) within B𝑡 is established. To make LPD model
differentiable with respect to the feature, the feature map cropped
by bounding box B𝑠 is re-sampled by the bilinear interpolation,
which is defined as follows:

where (𝑥𝑙 , 𝑦𝑙 ) represents the coordinate of the upper-left corner,
and (𝑥𝑟 , 𝑦𝑟 ) represents the coordinate of the bottom-right corner.
We desire the coordinates of the bounding box B𝑠 can be learnt by
our network and are differentiable with respect to the loss function.
Inspired by Spatial Transformer Network (STN) [24], a spatial transformer module which can be inserted to a neural network to allow
for end-to-end training, we affine the feature map within bounding
box B𝑠 to the same size as original image by the affine function:

′

𝑋 (𝑥 𝑡 ,𝑦𝑡 ) =



𝑥𝑡
𝑥𝑡

𝜃1 𝜃2 𝜃3
© 𝑖 ª
© 𝑖 ª
𝑥𝑖𝑠 , 𝑦𝑖𝑠 = 𝐴𝜃 ×  𝑦𝑖𝑡 ® =
×  𝑦𝑖𝑡 ®
(5)
𝜃4 𝜃5 𝜃6
« 1 ¬
« 1 ¬
where (𝑥𝑖𝑠 , 𝑦𝑖𝑠 ) are the source coordinates of pixels within the source
bounding box B𝑠 and (𝑥𝑖𝑡 , 𝑦𝑖𝑡 ) are the target coordinates of pixels
within the target bounding box B𝑡 , represented as [(0, 0), (𝑊 , 𝐻 )].
The transformation matrix 𝐴𝜃 allows cropping, rotation, translation,
and isotropic scaling to be applied to the input feature map. Since
both the source and target bounding boxes are rigid rectangles,
there is no need to apply rotation. We rewrite the Eq. 5 by setting
𝜃 2 and 𝜃 4 to zero:

𝑖

𝐻 Õ
𝑊
Õ

𝑋 (𝑚,𝑛) 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 1 − |𝑥𝑖𝑠 −𝑚|)𝑚𝑎𝑥 (0, 1 − |𝑦𝑖𝑠 − 𝑛|),

𝑖

𝑛

𝑚

∀𝑖 ∈ [1, ..., 𝐻 ∗ 𝑊 ]
(13)
′
where 𝑋 is the original source feature map and 𝑋 is the new
re-sampled feature map. 𝑋 (𝑚,𝑛) denotes the value of 𝑋 in location
(m, n).
Based on prior knowledge, the latent part should locate above the
mask-occluded area. Specifically, the vertical coordinate 𝑦𝑟 of the
down-right corner of bounding box B𝑠 should be the same to the
landmark of nose. To conduct this constraint on 𝑦𝑟 , we introduce
LPD loss:
𝑁
Õ
|𝑦𝑟 − 𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑖 | ,
L𝐿𝑃𝐷 =
(14)



𝑥𝑡
𝑥𝑡
𝜃1 0 𝜃3
© 𝑖𝑡 ª
© 𝑖𝑡 ª
= 𝐴𝜃 ×  𝑦𝑖 ® =
×  𝑦𝑖 ®
(6)
0 𝜃5 𝜃6
« 1 ¬
« 1 ¬
Four equations can be listed to show the relationship between
coordinates of source bounding box B𝑠 , target bounding box B𝑡
and parameters in the transformation matrix 𝐴𝜃 :

𝑥𝑖𝑠 , 𝑦𝑖𝑠

𝑖=1

where 𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑖 denotes the y-coordinate of the nose, which is the 28th facial landmark detected by Dlib, and 𝑁 denotes the batch-size.
Since 𝑦𝑟 can be expressed in terms of 𝑠 𝑦 and 𝑑 𝑦 . We rewrite LPD
loss based on 𝜃 5 and 𝜃 6 :
L𝐿𝑃𝐷 =


𝑥𝑙 = 𝜃 1 ∗ 0 + 𝜃 3 ,
(7)




 𝑥𝑟 = 𝜃 1 ∗ 𝑊 + 𝜃 3 ,

(8)

𝑦𝑙 = 𝜃 5 ∗ 0 + 𝜃 6,
(9)



 𝑦 = 𝜃 ∗𝐻 +𝜃 .
(10)
𝑟
5
6

From the above equations, the coordinates of the source bounding box B𝑠 are represented with parameters in the transformation
matrix 𝐴𝜃 :
B𝑠 = [(𝜃 3, 𝜃 6 ), (𝜃 1 ∗ 𝑊 + 𝜃 3, 𝜃 5 ∗ 𝐻 + 𝜃 6 )].

𝐶
1Õ
𝑋 1:𝐻,1:𝑊 ,𝑖
𝐶 𝑖=1

𝑁
Õ

𝜃5 +

𝜃 6 𝑁𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑖
−
𝐻
𝐻

(15)

𝑖=1
′

The resampled feature map 𝑋 is fed into the CNN backbone to
obtain one 2048-dimension feature, denoted as 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 . Based on
Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 in Section 4.1, we calculate softmax loss of 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
similarly, denoted as L𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 .
The total loss is calculated as:
L = L𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 + L𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝜆L𝐿𝑃𝐷

(11)

where 𝜆 is set as 1 in our model.
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Table 1: Results on MFV, MFI and synthesized masked LFW

Cosface [42]
In_FR [47]
PDSN [35]
DFM [10]
Baseline
Baseline+MG
LPD

MFV
accuracy
86.86
87.12
87.40
96.81
95.37
97.45
97.94

accuracy
87.44
89.23
87.40
90.23
89.71
93.06
94.34

mAP
20.49
23.27
27.04
35.82
27.36
43.83
49.08

MFI
rank1
36.54
40.98
57.37
68.41
54.78
83.08
87.12

rank5
53.19
63.91
73.79
81.39
72.02
91.07
93.70

Table 2: Results of Cosface on original LFW and synthesized
masked LFW

LFW
S_LFW

accuracy
99.25
92.50

mAP
93.37
49.54

rank1
94.33
51.01

rank5
97.37
67.18

accuracy
89.71
92.54
92.79
93.06

mAP
27.36
40.80
42.69
43.83

rank1
54.78
77.82
81.86
83.08

rank5
72.02
87.48
90.29
91.07

Baseline
+MG
STN
LPD

mAP
27.36
43.83
44.15
49.08

rank1
54.78
83.08
84.40
87.12

rank5
72.02
91.07
91.34
93.70

Synthesized LFW
mAP rank1 rank5
49.54 51.01 67.18
45.97 48.21 64.38
32.81 36.52 50.24
52.36 55.84 71.26
27.31 30.31 47.08
56.19 63.66 74.97
75.92 80.73 87.89

rank10
73.27
70.94
56.68
78.51
53.46
78.94
90.57

Training. We use ResNet-50 as our backbone network. Models are
trained with batch size of 128 with SGD optimizer. The learning
rate is 0.01 with 20 epochs warming up and is reduced by a factor
of 10 when reaching the 40th epoch. The training is finished at the
200th epoch.

rank10
98.33
73.27

Test. For evaluation, we extract deep features from the output of
the top max_pooling layer and the cosine distance of features is
computed as the similarity score. For verification, accuracy is measured by thresholding and ranking the scores. For identification, we
employ two standard evaluation metrics: rank scores (rank1, rank5
and rank10) obtained from Cumulated Matching Characteristics
(CMC), and mean Average Precision (mAP). We evaluate models
on the datasets of MFV, MFI and synthesized masked LFW.

rank10
79.14
90.34
92.20
92.93

Table 4: Results of STN and LPD on MFI
accuracy
89.71
93.06
92.02
94.34

accuracy
92.50
91.29
86.72
92.88
90.29
94.78
95.70

resized to be 128 × 128 pixels.

Table 3: Results of different ways of training data generation
on MFI

Baseline
+Eye
+Black
+MG

rank10
61.10
72.27
78.78
85.62
79.14
92.93
94.97

5.2

Comparisons to the State-of-the-Art

The experimental results of LPD trained on Pytorch on MFV, MFI
and synthesized masked LFW are shown in Table 1. “LPD” is our
proposed model trained on the mixture of original and synthetic
data with the loss defined in Eq. 16. The model “Baseline” is the
ResNet-50 backbone trained with softmax loss on original holistic
face images. The model “Baseline+MG” is trained with both original
images and synthetic masked images. We compare LPD with Cosface [42], which is the typical model for common face recognition,
In_FR [47] and PDSN [35], which are the state-of-the-art models
designed for occlusion robust face recognition. Besides, LPD is compared with DFM [10], which achieves great performance on partial
face recognition. From the comparitive results shown in Table 1, it
is evident that:
(1) Our model outperforms Cosface, which is a typical model for
common face recognition, by 50.58% (87.12-36.54) (rank1), 28.59%
(49.08-20.49) (mAP) and 6.9% (94.34-87.44) (accuracy) on MFI. This
result shows that models designed for common face recognition
are not suitable to the task of MFR because most facial cues are
occluded by mask, while the inputs and the feature receptive fields
to common face recognition are the whole faces.
(2) To compare LPD with the state-of-the-art methods for occlusion robust face recognition, the pre-trained In_FR [47] model
is available, which adopts a spatial activation diversity loss and a
feature activation diversity loss to learn representations robust to
occlusions. Compared to In_FR, LPD improves the rank1 by 46.12%
(87.12-40.98), mAP by 25.81% (49.08-23.27) and accuracy by 5.11%

rank10
79.14
92.93
93.29
94.97

For evaluation, we concatenate 𝑓𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 and 𝑓𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 as the final
representation.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Implementation Details
Platform. The model is realized both on MindSpore and Pytorch.
MindSpore is an all-scenario deep learning framework developed
by HUAWEI. Using MindSpore, we achieve: (a) Implementation of
our model using readable, high-level pythonix API; (b) Good performance achieved by software and hardware co-optimization (for better comparison to Pytorch, please refer to https://gitee.com/ffeiding/
Masked-Face-Recognition-with-Latent-Part-Detection); (c) Utilization of dynamic programming and visualized tuning modules during the process of debugging.
Preprocessing. We use the standard preprocessing, which detects the face area and the 5 facial landmarks by MTCNN [17] and
obtains aligned faces by similarity transformation. The images are
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Ranking

Figure 6: Results of our LPD model on identification for masked faces. The first two rows are results on MFI and the last two
rows are results on synthesized masked LFW. Top-10 retrieved images are shown with the true ones in green blocks and the
false in red blocks. Our LPD model successfully feedbacks almost all gallery images of the same identity as the query image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: Visualization of feature maps of 4 different identities. The first column of each identity are the holistic faces; The
second are the synthetic masked faces; The third are the cropped partial images based on STN; The last are the cropped partial
images based on LPD. Compared to STN, LPD locates the non-occluded parts more precisely and learns more discriminative
features.
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recognition are not applicable to the task of masked face recognition.

Original

Eye

Black

Effect of training data augmentation. We augment training data
with synthetic masked faces using our proposed method of mask
generation, denoted as MG. Examples of our generated masked images are shown in Figure 4. We compare MG with other alternative
methods of training data augmentation. Experimental results on
MFI are presented in Table 3. “+Eye” denotes cropping and resizing
the forehead-eye regions based on landmarks and mixing them with
original images. If corresponding landmarks cannot be detected,
we crop and resize the upper half of the image. “+Black” denotes
that we locate the mask-wearing regions based on landmarks and
blacken them. If Dlib fails to detect corresponding landmarks, we
blacken the lower half of the image. “+MG” denotes our proposed
method of mask generation in Section 3.1. Illustrations of the above
methods are in Figure 8. Experimental results show that our approach of MG achieves better performance than the other methods,
with best accuracy of 93.06%, best mAP of 43.83% and best rank1 of
83.08% on MFI. This demonstrates that our training data augmentation method not only generates vivid masks, but also preserves
some important detailed information of face such as chin contour.

MG

Figure 8: Different methods for training data augmentation.
(94.34-89.23) on MFI, which demonstrates the superiority of LPD.
We assume that In_FR tries to learn features uniformly activated
around the whole face, thus fails on masked faces since nearly half
of the face is occluded. We reproduce the model PDSN [35], which
proposes a multi-stage mask learning strategy to find and discard
feature corrupted by occlusion. LPD also surpasses PDSN, boosting
the rank1 by 29.75% (87.12-57.37), mAP by 22.04% (49.08-27.04) and
accuracy by 6.94% (94.34-87.40) on MFI. This result demonstrates
that our method learns more discriminative representations robust
to mask occlusion.
(3) To compare LPD with the state-of-the-art methods for partial
face recognition, we cut out the forehead-eye regions of masked
face images as inputs and reproduce the model of DFM [10], which
achieves great performance on partial face datasets with a dynamic
feature matching method. It is worth pointing out that DFM requires large extra training time to perform feature matching. Compared to DFM, LPD achieves better performance on the rank1 by
18.71% (87.12-68.41), mAP by 13.26% (49.08-35.82) and accuracy
by 4.11% (94.34-90.23) on MFI. This result demonstrates that the
mask-occluded areas still have latent information beneficial to face
recognition such as chin contour, which should not be dismissed.
In summary, experimental results in Table 1 validate that methods for common face recognition, occlusion robust face recognition
and partial face recognition fail to generalize well on MFR. It is obvious that our method achieves best performance on MFV, MFI and
synthesized masked LFW, outperforming the second best model
(DFM) by a large margin. We display the top-10 retrieved images
for identification on MFI and synthesized masked LFW in Figure 6.
With query images wearing masks (the first column), LPD model
can feedback good results and almost all gallery images of the same
identity are successfully retrieved.

5.3

Effect of latent part detection. Based on our training data augmentation MG, the model LPD and STN are evaluated on MFI. The
model STN is trained based on Eq. 6 with the rotation parameters set
as 0 and 𝜆 in Eq. 16 set as 0. Results are shown is Table 4. Compared
to “+MG”, “LPD” further boots the accuracy, mAP and rank1 by
1.28%, 5.25% and 4.04% respectively. Moreover, “LPD” outperforms
“STN” by a large margin. Visualization of feature maps in Figure
7 further demonstrates that our model locates the forehead-eye
region more precisely with the help of prior knowledge of location
of masks.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present our efforts towards the novel task of
masked faces recognition (MFR). We collect two datasets named
MFV and MFI for evaluation and introduce a data augmentation
method to automatically generate synthetic masked face data for
training from existing common face datasets. In addition, a novel
latent part detection (LPD) model is proposed to locate the latent
facial part which is robust to mask wearing. Extensive evaluations
on MFV, MFI and synthetic masked LFW dataset validate the advantages of LPD model over other methods.

Ablation studies

Effect of mask occlusion for face recognition. The model [42]
which achieves state-of-the-art performance for common face recognition is evaluated both on original LFW with holistic faces and
the synthesized masked LFW, denoted as S_LFW. The results are
shown in Table 2. The performance decreases a lot on synthesized
masked LFW compared to original holistic LFW, with 6.75%, 43.83%
and 43.43% decrease on accuracy, mAP and rank1 respectively. It
shows that mask occlusion causes larger intra-class variation and
higher inter-class similarity, thus models designed for common face
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